time of the honorable gentlemen of the Illinois Legislature should be consumed in consideration of the fact that this is a little too far for the sergeant-at-arms to order the hall of the house of representatives to be thrown open to those women. Now, the custom among lobbyists of the whiskey ring in that Legislature for years and years, not only around it at respectful distances, but inside the bar, and nobody ever made a noise. They would have been in the halls of the whiskey mob there. It only takes Christian women to make a mob.

The subject created extreme opposition in Louisiana. It showed plainly the temper of the convention when the present governor admitted that woman suffrage was needed. Virginia, Tennessee and Ohio gave us the proof. Now, before the women on the school boards, but then the officers are appointed by men who hold their positions.

Miss Anthony. I want to read a few words that come from good authority, for black men at least. I find there a little extra stimulation when I copied them. 1875. As I read now, Wendell Phillips was the editor of that paper at that time. We are in his hand is the master of the situation. He defines all his other rights; what is not already given him he takes.

Mrs. HOAR. I have no other right than the one you have already given us; we want to get in such a position that we can take them.

COCKRELL. This is my own fate. Opposition may stem from a man his independence; capital may starve, and intrigue fetter him, at times; but against all these, his vote, intelligently and honestly cast, is, in the long run, his full protection. In, if the struggle, his fort surrender, it is only because it is betrayed from within. So power ever permanently wronged a voting class without its own agencies.

Senators, I want you to ask of you that will, by the law and parliamentary rules of your committee, allow us to sit, to act, to speak, to our full rights. You have not already given us; we want to get in such a position that we can take them.

The PRESIDENT. If Mrs. Leonard and Mrs. Whitney have to make the argument in the Senate of the United States for the brilliant and distinguished Senator from Missouri is not doing it to me so absolutely ridiculous that they should have or that women like them should have seats here to make arguments of their own. [Manifestations of applause in the galleries.]

The resolution was reported to the Senate without amendment.

The PRESIDENT. If no amendment be proposed the question is, shall the joint resolution be engrossed for a third reading? Mr. COCKRELL. Let us have the yeas and nays. Mr. BLAIR. Why not take the yeas and nays on the passage? Mr. COCKRELL. Very well.

The PRESIDENT. The call is withdrawn.

The joint resolution was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, and to be read the third time.

The PRESIDENT. Shall the joint resolution pass?

Mr. COCKRELL. I call for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDENT. UPON this question the yeas and nays will necessarily be taken.

The Secretary proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. CHACE (when his name was called). I am paired with the Senator from North Carolina [Mr. Ransom]. If he were present I should vote "yea."

Mr. DAWE (when his name was called). I am paired with the Senator from Texas [Mr. Maxey]. I regard that I am not able to vote the question, I should vote "yea." If he were here.

Mr. COKE. My colleague [Mr. Maxey], if present, would vote "nay."

Mr. GRAY (when Mr. Gorman's name was called). I am requested by the Senator from Maryland [Mr. Gorman] to say that he is paired with the Senator from Maine [Mr. Frye].

Mr. STANFORD (when his name was called). I am paired with the Senator from West Virginia [Mr. Camden]. If he were present I should vote "yea."

The roll-call was concluded.

Mr. HARRIS. I have a general pair with the Senator from Vermont [Mr. Curtis], and wish to ask for a record of the vote from the Chamber, but I see his colleague voted "nay," and as I am opposed to the resolution I will record my vote "nay."

Mr. KENNA. I am paired on all questions with the Senator from New York [Mr. Milner].

Mr. JONES, of Arkansas. I have a general pair with the Senator from Indiana [Mr. Harrison]. If he were present I should vote "nay" on this question.

Mr. BROWN. I was requested by the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. Butler] to announce his pair with the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. Cameron], and to say that if the Senator from South Carolina were present he would vote "nay."

Mr. CULUM. I was requested by the Senator from Maine [Mr. Frye] to announce his pair with the Senator from Maryland [Mr. Gorman].

The result was announced—yeas 16, nays 24; as follows:

**YEAS—16**
Blair, Cummell, Manderson, Platé, Tabor, Teller, Thoman, Wilson of Iowa.
Blair, Cummell, Manderson, Platé, Tabor, Teller, Thoman, Wilson of Iowa.
Blair, Cummell, Manderson, Platé, Tabor, Teller, Thoman, Wilson of Iowa.

**NAYS—24**
Beck, Cordill, Conger, Conger, Hoar, Minner, Wilson of Iowa.
Beck, Cordill, Conger, Conger, Hoar, Minner, Wilson of Iowa.
Beck, Cordill, Conger, Conger, Hoar, Minner, Wilson of Iowa.

**ABSENT—16**
Aldrich, Edwards, Jones of Arkansas, Riddleberger.
Alison, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair, Van Wyck, Voorhees.
Aldrich, Edwards, Jones of Arkansas, Riddleberger.
Alison, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair, Van Wyck, Voorhees.
Aldrich, Edwards, Jones of Arkansas, Riddleberger.
Alison, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair, Van Wyck, Voorhees.